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KissBank is a revolutionary website that will make the world a kinder place.

Launched October 1, 2011, KissBank is founded on two simple premises:  

x money is a bad way to judge a person’s
worth;

x there is a universal way to reward the
kindness of friends and strangers alike. 

KissBank Founder Bob Duffield explains:

“I wanted to see if there was a way to create a global
economy based on kindness, generosity and affection
instead of greed; it would be an economy in which
millions of good deeds and good people would be
rewarded.”

Kissbank.com is the hub of a new global currency based on the ‘Kiss’.

“The Kiss is a universal human expression of greeting, affection and thanks,” says Bob. “It
seemed to me that it would be the perfect unit for a new global currency based on rewarding
kindness.  Every Kiss in this economy is free and untainted by money. They only have a value
when given to other people.”

KissBank works like this:

When you open a KissBank account, KissBank gives you 100 Kisses to spend immediately.
After that, you get 100 Kisses every month for as long as you hold an active account.  

KissBank account holders then send out Kisses to reward acts of kindness, to keep in touch, to
say thank you, or simply 'I love you'. Each Kiss sent carries a personal message written by the
sender.

There are six kinds of Kisses that can be sent – Hero Kiss, Friend Kiss, Thanks Kiss, Love
Kiss, Congrats Kiss and Fan Kiss.

You can send your Kisses anyway you want, send them to anyone you want. There is only one
rule:

You MUST give your Kisses away.

But you get to keep every Kiss sent to you. Forever...                                            Q Q Q

Changing the world one Kiss at a time

Send a Kiss. Costs nothing. Means everything www.kissbank.com

For more information on the KissBank revolution, please contact:
Tel: +1 203 086 7876
Email: media@kissbank.com
Web: www.kissbank.com/contact-us

The Kiss currency symbol
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x Every month, KissBank updates your account – much like a traditional
bank account – recording the Kisses you have sent and the Kisses you
have received. Unsent Kisses from your opening or monthly allotments
expire at the end of each calendar month.

x KissBank tracks the Kisses in the system and publishes who has the
most Kisses at any one time or place on the KissBank Index.

x Every year on New Year’s Day KissBank will announce the ‘KissBank Rich
List’ – an annual roll call of those who have received the most Kisses
globally and nationally from our account holders.

x KissBank is more than just an online bank.  It is global newsfeed
featuring amazing tales of bravery, charity, courage and self-sacrifice –
with many stories coming from our Account Holders.

x KissBank News is an antidote to the 24/7 news cycle of death, disease
and destruction.  Our stories will raise the spirit because they show
human beings at their very best - kind, helpful and altruistic.

“These are early days. But I believe KissBank represents a
shift away from the ‘Me Me’ generation towards a kinder,
more connected society. This includes reaching out beyond
your personal network of friends to reward the kindness of
strangers.”

KissBank is about You. Rewarding Other People.

Changing the world one Kiss at a time

Send a Kiss. Costs nothing. Means everything www.kissbank.com

For more information on the KissBank revolution, please contact:
Tel: +1 203 086 7876
Email: media@kissbank.com
Web: www.kissbank.com/contact-us

Q Q Q
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